put in front of' you in part, all these Indians have to do is try because

there is still enough traditional teachings left that tell what each sign
and curve means. '
The following page was done in a minor way, to only show that the mystery
is not that unknown.
What the socalled traditionalist should be thinking about, if their
HELL'BENT on doing everything in an 'Indian way, start by teaching the
young to write in Indian.
Don't use the excuse that this is lost, because it isn't. Maybe many of
the expressions are no longer used, but they are not lost.
N O W I There are two ways for Indians to write their languages and
come from two different Ancient Indian Empires of the past.
There need not be a confusion to what writting system each tribe should
use or belong; too, because a scientific report; THE VERO AND MELBOURNE
MAN, I. Rouse, Transactions of the New York Academy of Sciences,Ser.lI,
Vol.l2(l950) every Antiquist, Anthropologíst, and Línguist knows what
writting system should be used by what tribe.
Antiquist and Linguist have the two systems down so well that scientist
from other countries can translate them to their own languages without
any trouble. In fact, in the new translations of the DEAD SEA SCROLLS,
WARS OF THE LORD, FIRST and SECOND BOOKS OF GENESIS have been eìcpended
using; the American Indian methods. The Valley of the Kings will next be
considered for retranslation. All the prophecys written down by other
Ancients around the world are being revaluated to their meaning because
of these writting systems.
An Ancient Antiquity discovery in the 1930's, which was never used till of the world today forced scientist to look again,
because of the Indian endtime prophecys and along with history recorded that the
Indian of the Amer'ica's trained and taught othe1^s,sciences and mathematics
to start other civilizations around the world.

